
French manufacturers of prosthetics are breaking
from tradition to develop fashionable artificial limbs
with patterns and color so that wearers don’t mind

showing off some leg. Two companies, Algo Orthopedie
and U-Exist, have taken the lead in France and are trying
to redefine the image of replacement limbs, which are
manufactured from plastic resin and are usually skin-
colored.

“A prosthetic worn with your granny’s stocking is just
ugly,” said Alain Le Guen, an orthopedic surgeon and
manager of Algo Orthopedie, which was created in 2004
in Brittany in northwestern France. “It has to be a bit of a
work of art,” he added, so that “people aren’t shy about
showing their leg.” Le Guen believes that colorful pros-
thetics can help users accept their disability. His compa-
ny has seen rapid growth in the past few years, with
production increasing from just a dozen designer limbs
in 2016 to around 50 now.

Prosthetic art  
Each limb costs between 25-26,000 euros (28,000

dollars) and is normally covered by the French public
health system. Users of Algo’s prosthetic limbs seem to
take pride in them. Bruno Paul, 55, sports an artificial left
leg with a yellow-and-orange diamond motif. Former
metal-worker Paul lost his leg in 2016, nearly 20 years
after an accident in a foundry which led to around 20
operations to try to prevent an amputation.

“I don’t have my leg anymore, so why pretend to still
have one,” Paul said. “I might as well accept my disabil-
ity along with some color.” Evelyne Briand, a 56-year-
old who had her leg amputated in 2007, chose a
striped blue-and-white design. “The way people look
at you changes when you have a colored prosthetic,”
she said. “I’ve got another one in leather to go with my
black dress.” She had her leg amputated in 2007 after
rupturing crucial ligaments in her knee during a tennis

match at the age of 25, which led to more than 40 failed
operations. 

Appreciating its worth  
Another company, U-Exist, joined the competition in

2014 and trains prosthetic designers — between 150
and 200 annually — as well as manufacturing its own
line of stylish limbs. “A prosthetic created to mimic the
human body is frankly deceptive for the mind, not to
mention that the appearance of a false limb can be trou-
bling to other people,” said Simon Colin, founder and
director of U-Exist, to AFP.

Colin, whose interest in designs for prosthetics dates
back to research as a student on the impact of personal-
ized prosthetics, is a fervent believer in what he consid-
ers a form of art therapy. Around 250,000 people use a
prosthetic limb in France and around 160,000 of them
are built each year, according to Colin. — AFP 
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Cyclists ride past a field of blossomed daffodils in Lisse, on March 26, 2019. — AFP 

Ugly prosthetics get French design treatment

Evelyne Briand poses with her customized prosthesis at ALGO, a firm specialized in
prosthesis in Brest, western France. — AFP photos 

A technician uses a dryer to finalize a coated tibia prosthesis in a workshop at ALGO. A technician cuts up a tight prosthesis.

Bruno Paul poses with his customized prosthesis at ALGO. Customized prosthesis displayed at ALGO.

It’s known for its theme parks and hot climate, but
the southeastern US state of Florida also has a
reputation for producing strange tales of misad-

venture-from driving into someone’s living room to
trying to buy drinks while carrying an alligator.

The inevitable headlines that follow usually make
reference to “Florida Man”-a meme in his own right.
And now, the “Florida Man” challenge has taken
social media by storm: search the term and your
birthday to uncover weird goings-on that took place
while you were celebrating. You may find gems such
as “Man with groping history opens fire on Florida
yoga class, killing two,” or “Police say Florida man
climbs atop playground equipment at Clearwater
park, tells kids where babies come from.” And lest
we forget the classic: “Naked man on bicycle stuns
Miami commuters in I-95 traffic.”

While there may not be a jaw-dropping “Florida
Man” event every single day, they do add up. Just
yesterday, a Florida man was followed and then
attacked by an angry squirrel.  Last year, a Florida
man was fired-but not without cause. It was after he
spent more than six months documenting his flatu-
lence online. He made another Florida man arrested
for lashing out at swans with his karate moves seem
rational. As for the bored Florida man with a pilot
license who drew a p***s with his aircraft’s exhaust
tail-he was busted by radar. Florida, with a popula-
tion of over 21 million, has a relatively low cost of liv-
ing, and many people settle there from other US
states and abroad. —AFP 
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